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Preface

This manual is a transcription of the original operating instructions of the Hagelin TC-52, as issued by Crypto A.G. in
November 1955. As the original manual is printed with a low-quality printing system (stencil), on rather thin paper, it is
nearly impossible to create good quality scans of it.

In order to allow existing owners of the remaining machines to operate them, and to allow enthousiasts to research the
machine and get an idea of the operating principles behind it, we have transcribed the original manual. When doing that,
we left the original text fully intact, including any mistakes and obscurities. When reading the text, one sometimes has to
read 'between the lines' in order to understand the exact meaning of a sentence. Please remember that the original text
was probably written in German or French in the early 1950s and that it was subsequently translated by a non-native
speaker.

For clarity, we have replaced the original Roman chapter and page numbers (I, VIII, XI, etc.) by normal numbers. The
original pages with photographic images have been retained at the back. Please use them as a reference when reading the
text. We have also added some drawings in order to further clarify operation of the machine.

We hope that you are pleased with this transcription and the information it provides.
If you find it useful, please consider giving a donation to the Crypto Museum.

August 2010,

Paul Reuvers & Marc Simons
Crypto Museum, The Netherlands

Further information:
http://www.cryptomuseum.com/

Donations:
http://www.cryptomuseum.com/donate.htm
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1. Operating Instructions

1.1  Technical Data

Power supply: 110/125/145/160/220/250V, 50-60 cy (type TC-52b only)
Circuits: Line: single current, 40 mA, external supply

Local: single current, 40 mA, supply by the TC-52
Max load resistance (teleprinter + local wiring) 1200 ohm

Code used: C.C.I.T code No. 2
Speed: 50 bauds, 7½ units

Tape readers: One tape reader each for autotransmission and key tape operation (fully perforated tape)

1.2  Preliminaries

1. Put the carrying case in front of you for easy unpacking (fig. 2017/1 top).
2. Open the case lock.
3. Take out the machine including the sliding bottom and put it near the case (fig. 2017/1 down) (in the leatherette

case there is no slide provided).
4. Put the machine at the previewed operation place, take out line and power cords and close the carrying case

(don't forget the slide-base).

1.3  Connections

1. Put the plugs of both cords in the respective jacks at the back of the telecrypto.
2. Connect the local teleprinter line (magnet and sending contact in series - 40 mA single current operation) to the

grey and red wire of the line cord (red wire = positive). Don't switch on the teleprinter motor supply yet.
3. Connect the transmission line (single current, 40 mA operation supply by external means) to the black and white

wires of the line cord (white wire = positive).
4. Push both toggle switches at the right front side downwards.
5. Connect the power cord to a suitable outlet. Be sure that the internal transformer connections are in accordance

with the supply voltage (to change this, take off the bottom cover and set up the jumper connections on the
transformer according to the diagram inside the cover). The yellow wire may be put on earth.

6. Set the left side telephone type switch on "Aut. Transm.", the other two switches shall be in the horizontal
position.
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1.4  Operation

1. Put both toggle switches "main" and "motor" in their upper positions. The machine will start running idle for
about 15 sec. after which time the motor alone will continue to spin.

2. Take a run check by lowering the right hand telephone type switch on "start". The mechanism shall start to run
in typical teleprinter sequences (see chapter 1.8). Shift the switch to horizontal position.

3. Connect the power to the local teleprinter motor. This one alone should start running, the printer remaining
silent.

4. Switch the left hand lever to "Transm."
5. Introduce the banana plugs of a milliammeter cord into the jacks on the right side (back jack = positive) and

adjust the current to 40 mA by means of a screw-driver at the slot marked "Lokal-Regul." at the same side.
6. Take the plugs out of the jacks.
7. Take a local circuit check by typing some letters on the printer. The TC-52 shall follow the sequences of the

printer.
8. Put the left hand switch on "Recept". The TC-52 should not start: if it does, check the polarities according to

1.3.3. Push the button "Korr.". The mechanism shall turn one "step" (see chapter 1.8) (perhaps for the first 2 to
3 minutes it will make some succeeding steps for one single push.)

9. Contact your correspondent station and make operational checks where you should remember that the
transmission goes only in one direction a time, according to the position of the left hand switch.

10. If all is OK, put this switch on "Recept". - Your station is ready for use.
11. During long rest times you should stop the motor with its appropriate switch.

1.5  Setting of key-elements

To ensure a mechanical ciphering of the text in transmission the key elements shall be set according to the instruction of
the cipher service. The preparations are identical as well for enciphering as for deciphering. The machines change
operation simultaneously by changing the "reception-transmission" switch.

1.5.1  Internal elements

1. Disconnect the machine by lowering the two toggle-switches at the right.
2. Put the left telephone type switch on "Aut. Transm." and the right ones inthe horizontal position.
3. Open the insert cover of the hood by depressing the knob (c) (fig. 2017/2 up).
4. While the cover remains open push both knobs (d) and open the hood to vertical position, after this it will

disengage at the rear end (fig. 2017/2 down).
5. Set the sequence of the plugs (Q) on both cylinders (C) and (D) according to instructions. The cylinders can be

turned by hand if the locking lever (e) is depressed (fig. 2017/3). Be sure to put the cylinders back in locked
position afterwards.

6. Set the lugs on the drum bars (E). The drum can be turned by moving the governor (S) by hand clockwise (see
chapter 1.8).

7. Set the pins of the key-wheels.
8. Lift both switch together. After 10 - 15 sec. the machine will stop, leaving the motor running idle (see chapter

1.8).
9. Stop the motor by its switch.
10. Match the hood (with its cover still open) at the backside hinge by putting it vertically down on the chassis. Be

sure to have it well enganged and lower it till the knob (d) will angage at the locks.

1.5.2  External elements

1. Key wheel positions
2. Scanning arm positions
3. Drum position
4. Changeover contact plug position.
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The positions of the external elements will keep changing during transmission. Therefore they must be set just before a
text is to be transmitted. Keep the motor running durng setting of these elements to be sure that the machine is ready to
operate and is in starting position. The left hand telephone type switch shall be on "Recept.".

Proceed as follows:

1. Push knob (c) to open the insert cover (if it has not been left open from previous settings of internal elements).
(see fig. 2017/2).

2. Put the bar drum in "even" or "uneven" position according to instructions. (The bar numbers before 12 or after
12 will be visible). To move the drum half a turn, push knob "Corr." once. The machine will make one "step" (as
the operation switch is on reception, no pulse will disturb the outgoing line!).

3. Put the keywheels on prescribed starting positions, reference line is the red edge of the "perspex" contact guard.
4. Put both scanning arms of the selector cylinders on prescribed starting positions (indicator wheel of cylinder (D)

has a separate reference mark. Wheel of cylinder (C) will be set in the same way as the key wheels).
5. Be sure that the cylinders are locked by the lever (e).
6. Push lever (Z) to left and release it. (The bars on the back half of the drum will be reset.)
7. Set the counter on "0" by pushing its lever down.
8. Close the cover.
9. Put the center switch to "Mech. Cif.".

Your station will be ready for operation. Remember that the left hand switch must be on "Recept." or "Transm."
according to the operation required.

1.6  Autotransmission with perforated text tape

It is not necessary to disconnect the teleprinter when the built-in telecrypto autotransmitter is used instead of your
teleprinter-keyboard. Proceed as follows:

1. Left hand switch to "Recept.".
2. Push lever (b) of the right ha d tape reader (text tape) to the right to open the paper lid (fig. 2017/3).
3. Insert the (fully) perforated tape.
4. Close the lid.
5. Advance, if necessary, the paper stepwise by depressing lever (a).
6. Put the left hand switch on "Aut. Transm.".
7. To start autotransmission put the right hand telephone type switch to "Start".
8. To stop, lift this switch to horizontal position.

1.7  Key tape operation

1. Left hand switch on "Recept."
2. Open left hand reader lid (key tape) by depressing its lever (b).
3. Introduce the tape.
4. Close the cover.
5. Advance the tape stepwise to prescribed starting position with lever (b).
6. Put middle switch to "Key Tape Cif.".
7. Reset counter.

Your station is ready to start.
Be sure that your key tape is long enough for your message!
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1.8  Release of magnet

The start stop magnet acts on a sprint type clutch. It may happen dat, due to a bad shaft position, the machine can not
turn properly. Open the hood as on chapter Va3 and a4.

Now stop the motor, turn the governor (S) clockwise till the mose of the clush will rest on the armature of the manget
(g). Start the motor (fig. 2017/3). Now give a release push to the armature with one finger, taking care that the coil spring
must not be disturbed! (the shaft will make one single turn and remain afterwards in correct position).

1.9  Packing

1. Disconnect all cords and check your inventory (fig. 2017/3).
2. Put cords and sprae parts in the bottom of the carrying case.
3. Put the telecrypto on the slide (fig. 2017/4-I) and push it to the back of the case.
4. Be sure to engage the slide in front at the lock-points (b) (fig. 2017/4-II). 
5. Close the case properly.

1.10  Servicing

The telecrypto is a precision built device, the same as teleprinters are. The same care must therefore be given the TC-52,
especially with regard to the adjustment of contacts and relays.

Do not forget to lubricate the main shaft clutch after long rest periods, or in severe service every two hours with some
drops of graphite suspended teleprinter oil.

1.11  Faulty transmission

If there are frequent transmission faults of one distinct element of the five code pulses absorbed and it all chekcs of the
transmissionsystem are OK, you may, as a last try change one of the ciphering relay pairs.

Unscrew the bottom and left side voers of the machine (fig. 2017/5). By unscrewing the bolt (i) the relay pair is set free to
be removed and changed. Element No. 1 relay pair is at front. Be sure to insert relay plug properly in socket and to
tighten bolt (i) securely, when replacing the unit.
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2. General information

2.1  Principle of transmission

The TC-52 is a telecommuncation aparatus which enables the automatic enciphering and deciphering of messages over
teleprinter lines. The TC-52 is based on the international teleprinter code C.C.I.T. No. 2, speed: 50 bauds, 7½ units.

In this code, each letter of the Latin alphabet is represented by a combination of tive pulses, positive or negative (or
sometimes "current" - "no current") and, because there are 32 combinations possible, the ciphering system must be based
on a 32 "letter" alphabet rather than on a 26 letter alphabet, which is usually used for the encipheringof written perinted
messages.

2.2  Definitions

There are certain technical expressions used in the following which will be explained:

CCIT code: pulse code, internationally standardized for 5 pulse teleprinter work.
text: coded message to be handled by the TC-52:

the text is "clear" on the sending side,
the text is "enciphered" on the receiving side.

key: electrical or electromechanical device used to encipher the message
ciphering: general designation for both operations, enciphering as well as deciphering.

2.3  Principle of ciphering operations

In our mechanical cryptographers a system is used for the stepwise advancement of an alphabet wheel which produces a
substitution of the alphabet letters, permitting every letter to be substituted by any of the 26 letters of the alphabet.

In the TC-52, we use a superposing system; to each 5 pulse group of the text, a key group of 5 pulses is slectrically added.
The result is a new 5 pulse group which naturally is also one of the only possible 32 combinations.

The superposition works according to the algebraic law as follows:

+ × –  =  –
– × +  =  –
+ × +  =  +
– × –  =  +

The main advantage of this system is that the deciphering is done exactly the same way, i.e. by superposition of the key
group to the incoming text groups. The key being therefore superposed twice (first by enciphering, second by
deciphering) cancels out, leaving the original clear message as follows:

enciphering clear text + – – + –
key group – + – + +
cipher group – – + + –

deciphering ciphered text – – + + –
key group – + – + +
clear text + – – + –
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2.4  Production of the key

The TC-52 is a mechanical cipher device with electrical evaluation of the results. The mechanical base unit is the same as
in the Hagelin Convertor M-209 or similar types, i.e. a drum bar acting on a set of key wheels.

In the "Convertor" the steps of the advancement of the alphabet wheel depend on the number of shifted bars of the
drum. In the TC-52 instead of the alphabet wheel there is placed a contact arm which can scan the 32 positions of the
selector-cylinder carrying 32 interchangable plugs, each giving one of the 32 possible combinations of 5 wire-lines.

The contact cylinder and its arm act similarly to a telephone exchange stepping switch. Each position of the scannong
arm represents one key code combination.

The speed of the TC-52 being 7 letters a second, the drum had to be fitted with lesser bars than there are in the
"Converter", for dynamic reasons. Also the drum makes only one half revolution per operation, bringing every time 12
bars in contact with the scanning arm gear wheel (instead of 27 as in the M-209). It is to be noted however that there are
2 x 12 bars on the drum which can be fitted with lugs in at least 24 different ways.

To compenstate in some way the cryptological effect of the reduced bar number, two instead of one selector cylinder have
been fitted, each one being activated by up to 12 bars during one operating period.

The bars however are reset in the rest position only after one full turn, therefore they act first on one cylinder and in the
next operation on the other.

The combination is complicated further by causing one cylinder to have his arm always advanced by displaced bars, while
the other one will be activated by undisplaced bars. In two succeeding operations the sum of steps of the both scanning
arm will therefore always be 12.

The following table is prepared to explain the action of the bars on the scanning arms. The positions of the scanning arms
are numbered from 1 to 32. Each arm starts from position 1.

No. of displaced position of front position of rear
operation (active) bars scanning arm  scanning arm

start - 1 1
1st 3 4 1
2nd 7 11 10
3rd 1 12 15
4th 11 23 26
5th 10 1 27
6th 8 9 29     etc.

This arrangement therefore produces two different series of key groups, the only connection being that they are
complementary one to the other from the viewpoint of two succeeding operations.

We have also the possibility to choose for each ciphering operation alternately sectio0ns from the two key-series. This is
done by means of a change-over switch which is actuated by one of the six keywheels. The operating point of the
keywheel used is displaced about 90° against the operating point for the bar-shifting lever of this keywheel.

The action of the keywheel is only that an active pin closes the change-over contact which, through an intermediary relay,
brings the rear cylinder into action. An inactive pin brings de front cylinder into the circuit.

There is a change-over contact in front of each keywheel and a moveable plug is fitted, allowing the operation to use any
one of the size key wheels to act on the change-over switch.
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2.5  Secret elements

These are two sets of elements the arrangement of which must be kept scret.

2.5.1  Internal keys

1. the positions of the 2 x 32 five-contact plugs on the selector cylinder.
2. the positions of the lugs on the 24 slide bars of the drum.
3. the positions of the pins in the six key wheels.

2.5.2  External keys (see fig. 2016/1)

1. the starting positions for the six key wheels (A)
2. the starting position of the drum (E) (even or uneven half turn in front!)
3. The starting position of the selector scanning arms (T) & U)
4. the position of the change-over contact plug (P)

2.6  Auxiliary equipments

The telecrypto is fitted with two tape readers allowing the use of full perforated tape as follows:

Text input Key system in action

1 Keyboard of  teleprinter mechanical converter
2 Keyboard of  teleprinter key tape on left reader (G)
3 Text tape on right reader (F) mechanical converter
4 Text tape on right reader (F) key tape on left reader (G)

With the right redaer (F), the machine can be used as an enciphering autotransmitter. If the telegraph station is already
fitted with an autotransmitter, the right hand reader can be omitted.

The key tape reader (G) is used in such cases where an absolutely safe cipher is needed, while the mechanical converter is
used for cipher of a lower level. It is recommended to use machines with both a key tape reader and a mechanical
converter, for such cases where the supply of key tape cannot always be assured.
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2.7  Short description of operations

As mentioned above, the enciphering process consists of a superposition of the "key" code to the "text" code. The
deciphering is done by a further superposition of the "key". With reference to the pictures No. 2016/1 and 216/2 the
following main parts will be seen:

A six key wheels with pins
B change-over contact, to be controlled by (A)
C front selector cylinder
D Rear selector cylinder
E Bar drum
F Tape reader (text)
G Tape reader (key)
H Receiving distributor cams
I Emitting distributor cams
J Telegraph relay
K Text storing relays
L Key storing relays
M Operation selector switch
N Operation selector switch
O Start-Stop magnet
P Selecting plug for (B)
Q Interchangeable key plugs
R Driving motor
S Governor
T Position indicator, front scanning arm
V Driving gear
W Start-Stop clutch
X Transmission gear
Y Stopping mechanism
Z Reset lever

The electrical operation is based on single current 40 mA transmission both for the local (printer-telecrypto) and for the
line (telecrypto-line) circuit. The local circuit is supplied by the telecrypto while the line circuit must be supplied by the
central exchange or by other means.

The code pulses, which arrive tothe TC-52 act on the relay (J) and the magnet (O), causing the clutch to engage, starting
thererfore the main shaft with the start pulse. It is assumed that the  motor (B) is running. During the revolution of the
main shaft the receiving cams will actuate will activate live contacts in synchronism with the five letter pulses loading
their information to the five storing relays (K) where they remain recorded for further use.

At the starting moment one of the selector cylinders (C) or (D) is connected (accoring to the actions of the change-over
contact (B)) to the five relays (L) and transmits to them the "key" code group in contact with the scanning arm in its
actual position. Here too the information remains stored in the relay groups.

As however the TC-52 is a "single-shaft" device, the sending operation begins immediately after the first "text" pulse has
been received. The emitter distributor (I) connects the pairs of relays one of the text chain (K) and one of the key chain
(L) one after another to the line where the result appears as explained in chapter xxx.3 and is transmitted.

If the text reader is used as autotransmitter instead of the teleprinter, the switch (M) disconnects the letter and brings the
reader (F) into contact with the text relays (K).

If a key tape is used instead of the mechanical coverter, the switch (M) will connect the chain (L) to the reader (G)
leaving the cylinders (C) and (D) disconnected.
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